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Set around Berkeley, California, Midwife: An Adventure is filled with unique characters and

local color balanced by a skilled midwife’s ability to educate readers through the ancient art of

storytelling. Voices of women and children from the Internet are unique additions to this

volume.Narrated by a midwife with a Go Get ‘Em attitude and written with humor, tolerance,

and everlasting wonderment, Midwife: An Adventure is Peggy’s fourth book on the subject but

her third in the series Memoirs of an Urban Midwife. Along with Baby Catcher: Chronicles of a

Modern Midwife, Scribner 2002), Peggy’s first book, these volumes have provided the impetus

for many women to become midwives and for even more to consider the option of choosing a

midwife for their care, whether they planned a home or a hospital birth.
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AuthorPart I1962-19801On the BrinkIwas a nineteen-year-old student nurse, but with curly

blond hair and dressed in the regulation white stockings and blue dress covered with a heavily

starched white pinafore, I looked more like a child at a French primary school.It was the early

Sixties, an era when women had only three realistic career choices: secretary, teacher, or

nurse. I had chosen nursing by default, because neither of the other two held any appeal for

me whatsoever.But after two years in nursing school, a teaching career was beginning to look

better and better. Nursing just wasn’t fun. All the patients on the medical floors at Duke Hospital

seemed to have some deadly condition, and all the kids in pediatrics were suffering from rare

diseases that would prevent them from living normal lives.Yes, I knew the numbers were

skewed. I realized I was at a famous university medical center, a place where patients were

referred from far afield because Duke was equipped to handle problems that were beyond the

scope of many doctors practicing elsewhere.But still. It really wasn’t floating my boat. I felt as if

I were just going through the motions, marking time. Waiting for…something.Then in the fall of

junior year, I started my obstetrics rotation, and that’s all it took. The first time I saw a baby

born, I was hooked.It was probably early in my second week on the OB floor when something

happened that nearly struck me dumb – and it’s as vivid in my mind today, almost sixty years

later, as it was the day I first experienced it.As a new nursing student on the floor, I didn’t yet

have an active role; mostly I was just staying with the laboring and birthing women, supporting

them as best I could, and observing the whole process. That day, I accompanied a woman to

the delivery room. For no particular reason, I placed my hand on her bare belly after her baby's

head had emerged. When the next contraction began, the infant's bum rose to a firm little

mound right above his mother's belly button…and I cupped it with my hand.I blinked. I probably

gasped and held my breath, because I could see his head in the doctor’s hands, but I was

touching his bottom with my own hand. Birthing, not yet fully born, this baby was teetering on

the brink of creation.His mother gasped, screamed, then pushed again. Everything slowed

down in my mind. Through watery eyes, I watched as his shoulders appeared…and he edged



further toward Life. I felt his little bum push against my palm, then drop down, beyond my

reach. His legs straightened and, for a second or two – no more, his feet beat a tattoo against

my hand.He was kicking. And I was witness to his transformation from inside to outside. From

water to air. From voiceless to crying. From passenger to person.I blinked away the mist before

my eyes, and there he lay in the doctor’s lap, kicking and screaming. One person had just

become two people, and I had felt the cleaving. I had witnessed the mystery unfold.And my

hand lay on an empty belly.I knew then that I could make it through surgery, and I could work

through psychiatry and public health. I knew I would willingly put in my time in the operating

room and the recovery room. Knowing birthing women were waiting for me upon graduation, I

would doggedly study my way through two more years of nursing school……because I knew

my real life, the life for which I was intended, was about to begin.2CatacombsThe basement at

Duke Hospital in the early Sixties reminded me of pictures I’d seen of the catacombs in Rome

and Paris: cool and slightly clammy, dimly lit, low ceilings, narrow corridors branching off in

strange directions, and the smell of…what?Dust, earth, oil, dry bones, dampness, perhaps

mold…and definitely formaldehyde.Doors into the cadaver lab, the autopsy rooms, and the

morgue all opened off these basement halls, and the eye-stinging miasma of chemicals

permeated not only the hallways but also the people who spent any significant time there.

When you’d been in the basement for more than an hour, the smell clung to your skin, your hair

and clothing. It made your eyes water, and it seeped into your pores.In a hurry, I sometimes

took this route from our nursing school dorm to the university’s main quad. A right turn inside

the hospital entrance led to a creaking service elevator. I rode that elevator down to the bowels

of the hospital, then dashed along the subterranean passages and finally burst into the open

again. There, surrounded by Duke University’s majestic Gothic architecture and acres of

towering trees and green lawns, I was flooded with blessedly fresh air and the dappled light of

the main quad.But again and again I returned to the basement, even when I was in no hurry at

all. Macabre fascination pulled me up and down the passageways on days when I had time to

linger. Hundreds of shelves lined the catacomb-like alleys, and the shelves were laden with

dusty specimen jars of varying widths and heights.Some of the jars looked like they dated from

the hospital’s construction in 1930, perhaps earlier. The labels, written in fading ink, were as

difficult to read as the contents were to identify. Bits of tumors, entire organs, pieces of skin,

eyeballs, and much, much more floated within the brownish preserving solution. Some

containers were no more than three inches tall, the in-between ones might hold a heart, and

others were large enough to hold a leg.Or a whole head.But the aisle that compelled me to

return over and over contained specimens related to obstetrics. Many jars held fetuses with

various deformities: anencephalic babies (babies with bulging eyes but no brains, resulting in a

caved-in appearance at the top and back of the head), two-headed babies, conjoined twins,

normal fetuses representing all levels of gestation…the jars seemed to go on forever.In some

ways, the saddest and most horrifying were those jars representing the desperation to which

some women of the era were willing to go in order to terminate an unwanted pregnancy. Those

jars held items that had been removed from women who, at worst, had tried to do the job

themselves, or at best, been aborted by an unskilled midwife, a neighbor, or perhaps just a

compassionate but misguided granny. And of course, many of them had just been

unlucky.Hairpins, hatpins, crochet hooks, knitting needles, and short pieces of twisted coat

hanger filled the individual bottles. Long iron nails, small screws, tweezers, and safety pins.

Baby spoons, wooden spoons, iced tea spoons. Seeds of unknown plants, gauze bags of

unknown herbs, the branch of a thorn bush, and a small thistle.And there was one small bottle

that represented intention, intelligence, and ignorance, all at the same time.It was an ampule of



ergotrate, a drug used to produce strong uterine contractions to treat hemorrhage after

childbirth, a drug that is far too strong to use in pregnancy or labor. It comes in small glass vials

with a narrow neck and pointed tip. When used, the top is snapped off; the drug is sucked out

with a syringe and then administered either by injection or IV infusion.Some desperate woman

knew enough about ergotrate to know it could cause an abortion, and somehow, somewhere,

from someone, she had obtained one ampule of the drug. But not knowing how it should be

used, she simply pushed it, unbroken and intact, into her vagina, through her cervix, and into

the uterus.Missing from all these specimens were the stories behind them. I would never know

if that vial of ergotrate came out spontaneously, was removed in the ER, or was discovered at

childbirth or autopsy. I would never know if she had succeeded in ending her pregnancy

without harm to herself. But each time I went down that row, I touched that small jar as if it

were a talisman, and I hoped she’d gone on to have a good life.3My Mother’s RegretWhen I

was pregnant with Colin, my first child, I figured I already knew a lot about labor and birth, as

I’d been working as a nurse in Labor and Delivery for several years. But I didn’t know

diddlysquat about breastfeeding.My only frame of reference was my mother. But, despite her

wanting desperately to succeed at breastfeeding, both my sister and I were exclusively bottle-

fed within a few weeks of birth.Both times, my mom scrupulously followed the advice of the

era, and both times that advice was abysmal, as wrong-headed as it was possible to be. The

information given to women on breastfeeding in the Forties and Fifties seemed to have been

designed to ensure that as few babies as possible would still be nursing at the six-week

postpartum checkup.I was nearly thirteen when my sister, my only sibling, was born. My

mother chose a female pediatrician, believing that a woman doctor would be more helpful with

advice about nursing. What she apparently failed to ask was whether the doctor herself had

nursed her children, and for how long. The doctor said she should nurse no more often than

every four hours, and no longer than five minutes on each breast.Terrible advice. The worst.I

have a sad and vivid memory of those early weeks of my sister’s life when my mother

struggled to nourish her. I see her: She’s sitting in a rocking chair in our Kansas living room,

facing a fading sunset out the picture window, and she’s crying. In her lap, supported by pillows

and my mother’s loving arms, my sister is thrashing and screaming, red-faced with what I can

only assume is desperate hunger. My mother’s blouse is unbuttoned, and I see her full breast

leaking milk through her nursing bra. She’s wearing my dad’s big watch, and she wipes her

eyes as she stares at the watch.I ask her what she’s doing, why she doesn’t feed my sister,

and she answers me. “I have to wait twenty more minutes. It’s still too soon to feed her.”We had

a subscription to National Geographic Magazine at the time, and probably like most kids, I

found the naked-breasted photos of indigenous women endlessly fascinating. They carried

their babies on their hips, supported by a sling made from a length of cloth, and they nursed

those babies whenever they wished. They nursed while they harvested grain, stirred pots of

maize, and herded their goats. They nursed while they wove baskets, and sometimes an older

child nursed from the other breast. They didn’t have watches, and their babies thrived.Even at

my young age, although I didn’t voice my doubts and suspicions to my mother, something

about the advice she’d been given, the schedule she was trying to maintain, struck me as

wrong in a very basic and primal way.Unschooled women in Africa were easily and

successfully nursing their babies, while my mother, educated as a nurse and living in the

richest country in the world, was struggling and failing.So, when pregnant with my own first

baby, I knew I couldn’t look to my mother for guidance.I bought some books. Karen Pryor’s

book, Nursing Your Baby, was the most helpful to me. I also bought The Womanly Art of

Breastfeeding, the iconic La Leche League manual. It was somewhat helpful, but having been



written in 1956, it felt dated to me. For example, it suggested wearing the baby in a sling or

improvised front carrier, then qualified that advice by saying something like, Carrying your baby

in a sling can make doing housework and cooking so much easier, but of course you would

never go out in public with your baby tied to your body.I was reading this in 1972, still the hippie

years, and of course people all around me in Berkeley, California, were doing exactly that –

walking around in public with babies of all ages tied to their chests or carried on their backs.

The tone of the book on that subject felt judgmental, as if only indigenous women from Africa

would do such a primitive thing.But, while I didn’t find the La Leche manual particularly helpful

or relevant for me, I did attend a few of the League’s local meetings. And they were

empowering. At each gathering, I found myself surrounded by ten or more women who

casually nursed their babies without giving it much thought. There were infants, crawlers, even

one toddler, and every child was nursed at least once during every single meeting.More than

what was discussed in those meetings, however, it’s what I observed that proved to be most

useful and eye-opening. None of the women timed how long their babies nursed. None of them

checked a watch or clock “to see if it was time for another feeding.” All of them fed their babies

on demand, often responding to some signal from the baby that I wasn’t even aware of. There

seemed to be a subliminal conversation going on between the women and their babies that I

found wondrously mysterious, like a secret code. While one woman spoke, the six-month-old

sitting on her lap must have moved or squirmed or twisted in a certain way – I couldn’t tell what

the signal was – and in the time it took me to blink twice, the baby was nursing.It looked just

that easy, and I gained confidence that I would be able to succeed with breastfeeding where

my mother, sadly, had not.Millie, the group leader at whose home the meetings were held,

appeared to be about five months pregnant. She already had four older children, but we saw

them rarely. A singularly cooperative bunch of kids, they mostly stayed in the back of the house

when the living room was filled with women and babies.Then one day the youngest, three-year-

old Gracie, had a noisy meltdown over some perceived slight. She came barreling and bawling

into the room and flung herself across Millie’s knees. Without missing a beat, Millie unbuttoned

her shirt with one hand while she hauled the child onto her lap with the other…and peace and

silence reigned as Gracie settled down to nurse.I was gobsmacked. Millie was pregnant, and

she was still nursing a three-year-old. I had seen similar photos in those old National

Geographics, but it didn’t occur to me that a modern-day woman in Berkeley might be doing

the same thing.Gracie nursed for only two, maybe three, minutes, then scrambled down and

ran back to the playroom.I couldn’t contain myself. “Wow, that’s…amazing,” I said. “After you’ve

had your baby, will you still nurse Gracie?”“Probably, but I don’t really know. I’ve tandem-nursed

once before, but it just depends on the kid. Most lose interest around the eighth month

because the hormones of pregnancy cause the milk supply to decrease. But Gracie’s pretty

determined, so we’ll just have to wait and see, I guess.”I had no words.I often tell people that

Colin taught me everything I needed to know about breastfeeding. He was born with strong

opinions and a single-minded desire to make his wants known, and what he wanted was to

nurse.To nurse and nurse and nurse.In those days, new mothers held their babies in the

delivery room while the doctor sewed up the inevitable episiotomy. Then the mother was taken

to the recovery room, and the baby was sent to the nursery for a minimum of an hour “for

observation and evaluation.” A physical exam was done, silver nitrate was put in their eyes, a

Vitamin K shot was administered - and lastly, the baby was given a shampoo and thorough

scrubbing with Phisohex, an antibacterial detergent cleanser, to remove bits of blood and all

the vernix, the waxy and sticky fetal lubricant that we now know is so beneficial.At the end of

that golden hour when bonding should have been taking place, my son was returned to me,



sparkling clean, wisps of hair brushed to one side, and wrapped tightly in two receiving

blankets. I leaned in to kiss him, to sniff his head…and all I smelled was Phisohex. But that

hour of separation had done nothing to dim his desire to nurse. I opened my hospital gown and

began to pull him toward me, and WOW!He latched on like a vacuum cleaner.I remember Inge,

the nursery nurse who had brought him to me, saying in her soft Danish accent, “My goodness.

That certainly didn’t take long. I think the two of you will do just fine.”We did do fine – as long as

Colin was permitted to nurse as much, as long, and as often as he wished, which turned out to

be about twenty hours a day. I nursed him while I slept. I nursed him while I brushed my teeth,

while I cooked, while I watched television or read the newspaper. I nursed him while I ate,

draping a napkin on his bald head to catch toast crumbs or the errant spaghetti noodle. Sitting

beside him, I contorted myself in order to nurse him while he was strapped into his car

seat.Somehow through all those early weeks of nearly constant nursing, my nipples never

cracked or bled, but oh boy, in the beginning I could have sworn the child had shark teeth. I can

remember thinking, You don’t really want to nurse again already, do you? And then gasping

and chanting, “Ay-yi-yi-yi-yi,” as he found my nipple. That initial latch and the first few ferocious

sucks before the milk let down were…breathtaking. Looking back, I remember feeling as

though my nipples fell off, rolled under the couch, and I didn’t find them again till he was about

six weeks old, when life finally settled into something vaguely resembling a routine.But still: he

was on the breast way more than he was off it.He was a little jaundiced for the first few weeks,

so I undressed him and laid him on a blanket in the sunshine to help his body metabolize the

excess bilirubin in his system. Of course, he fidgeted and began to cry, so I knelt above him,

looking upside down at his face, unbuttoned my shirt, and let my breast hang above him. No

problem: he latched right on with laser focus.My parents had come from their home in Michigan

to help out during those first weeks, and my mother was shocked, clearly appalled at how

many hours each day Colin was attached to my breast. Mom was doing her best not to be

bossy, trying hard not to offer unsolicited advice, but as she watched me dangling my breast

over my naked child in the sunshine, I could hear the wheels spinning in her head. Smoke was

practically coming out her ears. I kept quiet, waiting….Eventually, she just shook her head and

muttered, “Mm-mmm-mmm. My, my, you girls certainly do things differently now that we did in

my day,” and she went back to reading her magazine.When I was born, my mother, like all

women of her era, was routinely confined to the house for a month afterwards, so my father

was shocked almost speechless when I suggested we take two-week-old Colin and all go to

Sausalito for lunch at the Trident restaurant on the San Francisco Bay. The young women

waiting tables were all hippie flower children, girls with wreaths of daisies in their waist-length

blond hair, wearing long flowing, gauzy white skirts and tops.We were still admiring the view

toward the eclectic houseboats and sailboats just beyond the floor-to-ceiling windows when

Colin began fussing and squirming. My husband plucked him from his Moses basket and

handed him to me. I pulled down the elastic neckline of my fashionable, ankle-length floral

dress and, braless, began to nurse him.Then I glanced at my dad across the table, and I

thought maybe he was having a heart attack. Beet red and gasping, he glanced this way and

that around the restaurant, then handed my mother his menu, and said, “Oh my, cover her.

Hold the menus up around her. Oh dear, oh no. Quick, don’t let people see.”I looked around.

Perhaps thirty people were paying exactly zero attention to me, and I pointed this out to my

father, but he was still morbidly embarrassed. Then I glanced at the girl who approached our

table with a basket of sourdough rolls and the wine list. The top of her white outfit was

composed of two skimpy doilies held together with thin crocheted strings, one around her neck

and the other tied behind her back. One rosy pink nipple protruded from a hole in the doily, and



both breasts were more exposed than covered.I raised my eyebrow at my father, then cut my

eyes sideways to draw his attention to the lovely young woman leaning in front of him to fill our

water glasses. He went still as a stone. When she left, I said, “One of my breasts is completely

covered by Colin’s head, while eighty percent of both of hers are on full display. I think we’re

good here.”I know he thought it was somehow more scandalous that I was allowing other

people, as if they actually had any interest, to see a baby sucking my breast, whereas the girl

child in white was just allowing patrons to look at her pretty body. He did stop overreacting, but

throughout the meal he kept watching for dismay or shocked looks from other diners.None ever

came.By the third week, my mother was practically breaking out in hives with the stress of her

disapproval of my constant nursing. Finally the floodgates burst, and she could contain herself

no longer. “You have got to get that child to sleep in his own bed, Peggy. And you simply must

establish a schedule. You’re doing it all wrong, you’re nursing him too often, and you’re letting

him use you as a pacifier.” She paused for a breath, then continued, “If you keep nursing him

so much, pretty soon you won’t have any milk left.”As if the amount of milk in my breasts were

finite.Both intellectually and experientially, I knew she was wrong, wrong as wrong can be. Yet I

tried to be kind and measured in my response. At least I hope I did. I don’t recall my exact

words, but the message I conveyed was, You followed the advice of so-called experts, and my

sister and I were weaned within a few weeks. I’m following my instincts, and it’s working, so I’m

not going to change.The unspoken message, of course, was, Butt out.And she did, never

uttering another word of criticism as both my sister and I nursed our children well into their

toddler years.Late in her life, my mother wistfully said, “I’ve had a long and wonderful life, and I

have no regrets…except for one. I wish I had followed my heart and never, ever listened to

those stupid doctors who tried to tell me how to breastfeed.”4The Sweater BattleMillie, the La

Leche League group leader, was nearing the end of her fifth pregnancy. We had become

casual friends during the several meetings I’d attended at her house, and I called her for advice

and encouragement a few times in those hectic and confusing first weeks after my baby was

born.Although she would be having her baby at Kaiser, a ginormous HMO about ten minutes

from her house, when she found out I worked in the delivery room at Alta Bates Hospital in

Berkeley, she asked a favor of me. She had no extended family living in the area and wasn’t

sure, depending on what time of day her labor began, what she would do with her older

children. If push came to shove, she figured her husband might have to stay with them while

she birthed alone, so she asked if I’d be willing to come along to be her support person.I

agreed, with the caveat that I might be working…or might even have to bring my own infant

along, as my husband was working on his Bachelor of Fine Arts degree at California College of

Arts and Crafts in Oakland. This was well before mobile phones were invented, so I would have

no way of contacting him on short notice if he was in class.Millie had never had a particularly

fast labor, so when erratic and very mild contractions began one morning, she didn’t take them

seriously, nor did she even mention it to Tom, her husband. He went to work, and she began

dealing with her day: breakfast, dish-washing, bed-making, laundry, and the general chaos of

life with four kids.Around 10 AM, Gracie, the three-year-old who was indeed still nursing, fell

and cut her leg. Millie washed the cut, applied a pink Band-Aid with yellow unicorns on it, then

sat down to nurse her still-crying child.A common result of a baby suckling from a woman in

late pregnancy is the production of uterine contractions...and the effect on a woman who is

already in labor can be dramatic.Immediately, Millie’s contractions picked up in intensity. She

called her husband, but it took the dispatcher a while to find him. While waiting for him to call

back, she phoned me, and I said I’d meet her at the hospital. Fortunately, my husband was

home, so I quickly nursed Colin to top him up from the last feeding and left for Kaiser. I parked



and sat on a bench outside the Emergency Room entrance to wait for them.Back at Millie’s

house, she was gathering her kids together and packing some snacks between even stronger

contractions when Tom finally returned her call. She said, “Come. We need to go to the hospital

right now,” and he left for home immediately. When he arrived, Millie, clutching her belly,

climbed into the front seat while he went inside to round up the other kids and send them out to

the car.Three kids and Millie were eventually settled and waiting, but Tom and Gracie were

missing.At Kaiser, I was still waiting, too. I went inside to a vending machine, bought a cup of

terrible coffee, then went back to my bench and waited some more. They lived so close to the

hospital, and I couldn’t imagine what was taking them so long.Millie sent her oldest child,

Sarah, back inside to try to light a fire under her father, and Sarah returned quickly, saying,

“Gracie’s having a melt-down.”Millie sighed, probably rolled her eyes, then hauled herself out of

the car, went back inside, and found Tom trying to wrestle a flailing, struggling Gracie into a

brown sweater that belonged to her brother and was miles too big.“Forget the sweater,” Millie

said. “We need to go.”“I want my pink sweater!” yelled Gracie, and she wiggled away from her

dad and raced through the house. “The pink one. Only the pink one. Pink, pink, pink.”Still I

waited, clueless.Millie probably rolled her eyes again as she stomped to the laundry room,

found Gracie’s still-wet pink sweater in the washing machine, threw it at Tom, and stomped

back to the car. Tom put the wet sweater on Gracie, then carried her to the car. At last they

were on their way. Millie sat in front with Gracie on her lap, happily nursing now that she had

won The Sweater Battle. And of course the contractions grew even stronger. And closer.When I

saw them pull into the parking lot, I stood up.When I saw Tom park diagonally across two

spaces, I began walking toward them.When I saw Tom leap from the car, race around to the

passenger side, and rip the door open, I picked up speed.When I saw him yank Gracie from

the car and practically hurl her behind him onto the asphalt, I began to run.And when I was

really close, Millie rolled out of the front seat, stood up, and reached between her legs.I was at

her side in time to help lower her underwear and lift a newborn from the crotch of her bright

yellow maternity panties.Three wide-eyed, silent children sat in the back seat, but when the

baby cried, Sarah whispered, “Oh, my gosh. I guess Mom really wasn’t kidding.”While Tom

went for help, I caught the placenta with my bare hands. I was standing there wondering what

to do with it when Tom reappeared, pushing a wheelchair. A nurse trotted along beside him,

and I was delighted to see she’d had the foresight to grab an armload of blankets on her way

out the door.The nurse and I wrapped the baby and the placenta together in one of the huge

flannel blankets. I wiped my hands sort of clean on another one, and when we’d settled Millie in

the wheelchair, we put the third blanket across her bloody lap and handed her the baby.Then

we formed a little parade and headed toward the hospital.As Gracie was chatting nonstop to

the nurse about her pink and yellow unicorn bandage, the nurse put her hand on the child’s

back to steer her around a car backing out of a parking space.“That’s odd,” she said. “Why’s

your sweater all wet, honey?”Millie rolled her eyes, and in unison, she and Tom said, “Don’t

ask.”5A Very Short PregnancyIconceived my second child inadvertently.I was still nursing

Colin, and I hadn’t had a menstrual period yet. I knew that was no guarantee I wouldn’t get

pregnant, because, after all, a woman is fertile two weeks before she gets each period, right?

Including her first period after giving birth.But still. It must count for something, I figured. So we

had been a little casual about our use of birth control.The first sign of my second pregnancy

was the inability to tolerate anything touching the front of my neck. Even the weight of a thin

gold chain resting against my throat when I was lying in bed made me feel like someone was

choking me.But I ignored it and just stopped wearing necklaces.The second sign was some

mild nipple tenderness, which I do remember thinking was decidedly odd, as I’d been nursing



my son with no discomfort at all for a year and a half.So I ignored it.The third sign was the taste

of rusty nails in my mouth. It was gross, so I just brushed my teeth more often.And I definitely

tried to ignore it.Then, probably somewhere around sixteen weeks of pregnancy, I felt her kick

inside me. Just slightly, but once you’ve felt that fluttering, flip-flop sensation with a previous

pregnancy, you just know.And this was something I simply couldn’t ignore.My husband was a

potter and glass blower at that time, 1973. I remember picking Colin up and carrying him down

the back step to the studio where my husband, with a red bandana around his forehead to hold

back his long hair, was kicking his wheel while forming a tall vase. Born on the Bayou by

Creedence Clearwater Revival blared from his little clay-spattered radio.“Um, honey?”He

looked up, then paused his kicking and sat up straighter when he saw my expression.

“Something wrong?”“No. Not exactly. It’s just…”“What?” He reached over and turned the radio

off.“I’m pretty sure I just felt a baby kick inside me.”“What are you talking about?”“Pretty sure I

did.”“You felt a baby kick? Inside? Like, inside your uterus? That’s impossible. You’re not even

pregnant.”I didn’t say anything.“Wait,” he said. “Are you?”“Pretty sure.”He froze, blinked a few

times, and we watched as the half-formed vase on his wheel wobbled, sagged, and

collapsed.Then he stood up and gave me a kiss. He couldn’t hug me as his hands were all

mucky with clay gunk, but it was a good kiss. Finally he said, “Well, okay, then. I guess we’re

having another baby…just a little sooner than we’d planned.”“Pretty sure we are. In fact, now

that I’ve put a few other symptoms together, I’m absolutely positive.”“But how could this

happen? You already felt the baby move? When are you due?”“Not a clue. I haven’t had a

period, as you know, so we can’t go by that. But I figure I must be somewhere between sixteen

and twenty weeks, to be feeling it moving already.”“That’s crazy,” he said. “So when? Like

September? October? November?”“Something like that,” I replied, “And since I’m probably

already almost halfway along, it’s destined to be a fairly short pregnancy.”In fact, it was only

about four or five months long.I booked an appointment with my obstetrician, and on pelvic

exam, he felt I was further along than I was thinking, but really, he couldn’t make more than an

educated guess. It was in the days before ultrasounds, so neither the doctor nor my husband

nor I stressed out about an exact date. We all agreed to just wing it.“Sometime between Labor

Day – ha! – and Thanksgiving,” I said when people asked the inevitable question.And Colin

kept on nursing.My growing belly got in his way, but he just realigned himself and kept right at

it. Soon, however, he didn’t nurse as long or as often. I knew the hormones of pregnancy are

incompatible with the hormones of lactation, but still, he kept on nursing at least every night

before bed and then again first thing in the morning. Eventually a couple of days sometimes

went by without him climbing into my lap and latching on, and I knew I didn’t have as much

milk.But he kept nursing.Okay, I said to myself, I’m going to be breastfeeding both a newborn

and a toddler. Although I knew Millie and other women who had done it, the idea didn’t thrill

me. But the thought of intentionally weaning my firstborn, a little boy who absolutely loved

nursing, was something I was totally unwilling to do.So I decided to just wait to see what would

happen.What happened was that, for reasons unknown, one evening toward what we figured

was maybe the last month of my pregnancy, he decided to stage a nursing marathon. He

nursed before dinner, after dinner, and for a solid hour at bedtime…and once,

uncharacteristically, in the middle of the night.By dawn I was aware I’d had a few utterly

painless, weird, but very loooong contractions spread over the past couple of hours. Braxton-

Hicks, I figured. No wonder, with all that nipple stimulation.As I, deep in denial, had ignored the

early signs of pregnancy, I also ignored these bizarre contractions that came only five or six

times an hour. I’ve told the story of this odd labor in Baby Catcher: Chronicles of a Modern

Midwife, the first book I wrote, so suffice to say that I reached full dilation without feeling any



pain whatsoever. The actual birth was dramatic and explosive, coming just fifteen minutes after

we arrived at the hospital. The doctor barely had time to get his second glove on.We named

her Jill. She was petite, just six-and-a-half pounds, but her big blue eyes were alert and

curious, and, in spite of her thin arms and legs, her cheeks were round and fluffy. “Small, about

thirty-six weeks, but perfectly healthy,” estimated the pediatrician who examined her.I was

certain Colin’s many hours of nursing the previous afternoon and evening had triggered early

labor.We came home shortly after her birth. I was in bed with Jill sleeping beside me when

Colin wakened from his nap. He climbed onto the bed, took her hand in his, and was thrilled

when she opened her eyes and seemed to look at him.Then her face contorted. She frowned

and began to whimper.He quickly let go of her hand and rolled her toward me, saying, “She’s

crying, Mom. Nurse her.”Considering he was still nursing himself and was entitled to feel a little

possessive, maybe even a bit jealous, I thought that was awfully generous of him.And the sight

of her nursing didn’t make him envious or resentful at all, nor did it increase his desire to nurse.

In fact, two days went by before he snuggled up in my lap again and began to fiddle with the

buttons on my shirt.By then, my milk had come in.He sucked a few times, and I felt the

letdown.His eyes grew huge, and he pulled away. The milk sprayed out forcefully, hitting him in

the face, and he looked shocked. He wiped off his face, covered my breast with his hand, and

said, “Other side.”So we switched sides, and of course the same thing happened. He was

clearly appalled. He looked at me as if to say, Good God, Mother! What have you done to

yourself?He yanked my bra flaps up, pulled my shirt down, and said, “Too much hot milk. Don’t

like it. Put it away.”And that was that.6Tell Them About the Pain“Tell them. Tell them about The

P Word. Pain. You’ve got to talk about the pain,” insisted Audrey when she heard I was writing

another book, a book I expected to be my last on the subject of midwifery.“It might be your last

chance,” she said. “Tell the women. Tell them it hurts.”She sat down and stared hard at me

before continuing. “After I had my first baby, I screamed at my mother and my sister, ‘Why

didn’t you tell me what it was like? Why didn’t you prepare me for feeling like I might die? Why

did you lie and let me believe it was just going to be hard work?’”“Hard work, my ass. It wasn’t

just hard work. It was effing excruciating, and I just wasn’t prepared. Yeah, I did it, I had a

natural birth, and I even went ahead and did it two more times. But I wish someone had just

told me what to expect.”She was so passionate, almost ferocious. She fixed her green eyes on

me, making sure she had my total attention. “Promise me. Just promise you’ll talk to them

honestly about labor. About the pain.”I promised. So here it is.But “Pain is a thing that is glad to

be forgotten” (Robinson Jeffers), so it’s not surprising there’s very little graphic writing on the

subject. It’s difficult to hold on to memories of the extreme ends of sensations. They slip from

our minds, no doubt with good reason, dropping off both ends of the bell curve of our ability to

remember.Extreme joy or sorrow, great pain or pleasure, the outer edges of terror and the

transporting nirvana of ecstasy. They are transient, ephemeral.So when you ask women to

describe what labor felt like, they tend to talk about how it made them feel emotionally, or how

they acted, what sounds they made. Many talk about how helpless they felt, how alone.

Elementally alone. Fundamentally, cosmically, and spiritually alone. All these things they can

recall.Not much help for a first-timer trying to get a grip on what physical sensations to expect.

What she will actually feel.After watching thousands of women give birth, I thought I knew

everything there was to know about having babies, but my own first labor knocked my socks

off. The contractions came close and fast and hard, right from the beginning. I felt like the

mechanism of a relentless assembly line had taken control of my body. I wanted to say, Stop,

wait a minute, just wait! But I couldn’t find the Pause button, let alone the Off switch. It seemed

that one minute I was brushing my teeth, the next minute I was in hard labor, and ten hours



later I was a mother.Everything in between was a blur.Many women fear the pain, and with

good reason. For centuries, the Chinese honored women emerging triumphant from childbirth

as highly as if they were warriors returning victorious from battle.In Christendom, labor pain

has been tied to original sin since biblical times, there being a religious imperative that women

must suffer in childbirth as atonement for Eve’s fall from grace. Indeed, one cause of women

being burned at the stake in the Salem witch trials was the accusation that they were

functioning as “helpers, healers and midwives,” that they had used remedies to assuage the

labor pangs of village women, thereby mocking God’s plan.In the Church of England’s Book of

Common Prayer is a Prayer of Thanksgiving for Women after Childbirth: “We give humble

thanks that thou hast been graciously pleased to preserve, through the great pain and peril of

childbirth, this woman, thy servant…”In literature, labors are often depicted as dramatically

excruciating and fraught with peril. Childbirth is usually protracted and too frequently has an

unhappy outcome.By contrast, in contemporary TV shows and movies, labors are usually

ridiculously brief and result in the sudden birth of huge and healthy babies who appear to

weigh about fifteen pounds. The babies, clearly not newborns, are craning their heads to look

at the bright lights in the film studio.No wonder women are confused.The wildly popular British

series, Call the Midwife, is the first accurate depiction of both labor and childbirth I’ve ever seen

on television or in the movies. Even the babies themselves are appropriately sized and are

obviously real newborns, not stiff rubber dolls. I recall reading that, when a baby is needed for

a birth scene, three or four infants less than a week old are brought onto the set by their

mothers. The director then chooses the one behaving most appropriately at the moment when

its presence is called for on camera.These days, pregnant women, curious to observe births to

help them get a grip on what the experience might be like for themselves, have the ability to

watch nearly limitless videos of births on YouTube, a great resource. Home births, hospital

births, twins, breech births, cesareans, water births, intentionally unattended births (called “free

births”): all are available at the tap of a finger on a keyboard.But still: What is actually

happening?We know where the fear originates historically, but where does the pain actually

come from?Physically, what causes labor contractions to hurt?Prior to going through labor for

the first time, most women expect that the entire pregnant globe of the uterus will hurt as it

squeezes down around the baby. So when labor actually begins, they’re surprised that, while

their uterus gets tight as a drum, the pain isn’t located there. It’s much lower, directly above and

behind the pubic bone, sometimes radiating to the back.Why is this? What’s actually going on?

Our muscles contract and relax all the time, and it doesn’t hurt because that’s the job of

muscles: contracting and relaxing.So during labor, it’s not actually the contracting of the uterine

muscles that hurts. It’s the effect those contractions have on the cervix that causes the pain -

because, unlike the uterus, the cervix is not made of muscle.The cervix is composed primarily

of connective tissue, and, unlike muscle, which is elastic, connective tissue is tough and rigid.

Connective tissue hates to be stretched and causes pain as it is forced to give way during

labor, because all those long nine months of pregnancy, the job of the cervix has been to stay

tightly closed and keep the baby safely within.The cervix only reluctantly gives up that job as it

is forced to stretch open (against its inherent resistance) during labor.The ultimate – and

desired – effect of the contractions is that they will, over time, gather up the muscle mass from

the lower part of the uterus (where it’s helping the cervix keep the baby inside) and transfer

that mass to the top of the uterus, where it will be helpful when it comes time to push the baby

out.At the same time the contractions are working on gathering up the uterine muscles, they

are also having an effect on the connective tissue of the cervix. Over time, the contractions

shorten and thin the cervix, stretching it open in much the same way a tennis ball is extruded



from an athletic sock.It would be nice for womankind if a switch could be flipped at the end of

pregnancy, a switch that would tell the connective tissue of the cervix that its work is done, it

can relax now because it’s okay to let the baby come out.But that’s not the way it works.Ergo:

Labor pain.Whether or not the bag of water is intact can also have an effect on the intensity of

pain a woman feels during labor. With the bag intact, the pressure of contractions on the cervix

is more diffuse, and labor is usually a bit gentler for both mother and baby. When the bag

breaks, the cushiony effect of the water is lost, and the hard urgency of the baby’s head

pressing against the cervix increases the intensity of the labor…and frequently, also the

speed.Therefore, if there is no reason for speed, it’s usually a kindness to both mother and

baby to keep the bag of water intact as long as possible.Once the cervix is fully dilated, that

searing, localized pain generally ends. The nature of the contractions changes to pressure of

the baby’s hard head pressing against muscle and soft tissue, and if the head has to negotiate

some tight spots on the way out, there is bone-against-bone pain as the baby navigates

several curves within the mother’s pelvis.In the past, indeed for the majority of time I was a

practicing midwife, we urged a woman to forcefully push, to bear down while holding her breath

for a long count of ten, beginning as soon as full dilation was reached.Fortunately, that era has

passed, at least in most places. The concept of “laboring down,” is now more widely practiced,

meaning that, without the mother being urged to push when she doesn’t really feel like it, the

forces of the contractions alone are allowed to bring the baby down……until, sometimes with

dramatic suddenness, the woman experiences an overwhelming, ferocious, and involuntary

urge to push. And if caregivers wait patiently until that uncontrollable urge to push is well

established, birth generally occurs soon afterwards.As the baby becomes visible, its head

compresses the woman’s rectum; many women feel as if they’re about to empty their bowels.

As the vaginal opening stretches even more, women feel stinging and burning, often referred to

as “the ring of fire.” The tissues of the mouth and vagina are similar, so if you put two fingers of

each hand into the corners of your mouth and then stretch your mouth wide open – and then

just a little wider – and wider still, you’ll begin to get an idea of what it feels like to many

women.Very often, just when the mother wants to push most of all, just when the urge is most

overwhelming, right when the widest diameter of the head is almost visible, the midwife will ask

the woman to stop pushing, to “Blow, blow, blow!” It seems impossible, but a surprising number

of women are actually able to comply. Others shout, in all honesty, “But I’m NOT pushing!” and

they aren’t. Their bodies have taken over, and they’re on automatic pilot.The reason a midwife

will make this sometimes unrealistic request of women is to slow down the birth, allowing the

fullest stretching to occur passively in hopes of preventing a vaginal tear. Sometimes the head

is even delivered between contractions with the midwife and mother working together to help

the baby’s head slide over the taut perineum with a minimum of force or effort, almost

passively.It doesn’t always work to prevent tearing, but often it does. And at least it’s worth a

try.When the head is all the way out, the woman gives a huge sigh of relief. The lessening of

pressure is profound. It’s such a welcome relief that I remember telling a pregnant friend,

“Once I got the head out, I was fine. I felt like I could get up and go back to work.”
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John Schnick, “Hospital & Home-birth Confidential. MidwifeAn Adventureby Peggy

VincentWhen Peggy Vincent came of age in the early 1960s, she chose nursing as a career,

since secretarial work or schoolteaching held no appeal to her.Her adventure started at Duke

University, when as a 19 year old student nurse, she witnessed a human birth for the first

time.The years she spent as an obstetrical nurse were times of change. Equipment and

methods ranged from the almost medieval to the more modern practices that were slowly

coming into vogue.It’s all here: supplies of “enema cans” (whatever those were) and “leather

wrist and ankle restraints”.The reader understands that giving birth in a hospital could be

needlessly frightening and painful for many mothers.The author is a good-natured guide as she

shares her experiences over the years, at births harrowing, hilarious, and heartwarming. When

Peggy decides to become an urban midwife, we are with her in her determination to give

women and their families a better birth experience.Along the way, we are treated to a virtual

“Hospital & Home-birth Confidential”. Chapters of narrative drama alternate with expository

sections and quotes from mothers, siblings, and fathers. It sort of reminds me of Melville’s

approach in Moby Dick.The author includes discussions of her own quirky and lovable family’s

experiences, which are related with a wry sense of humor. I would recommend this memoir to

any woman considering having a baby, and any prospective father as well.John Schnick”

S. Raymond, “Excellent Book!. This is the fourth book of Peggy's I have read. When I began,

with the first book of the trilogy, I asked myself what the heck I was doing reading a book about

a midwife and childbirth. Well, her intelligent, humorous, information-filled book caught my

total interest, and by the end of book three I was searching for the "prequel" which I somehow

found. I loved the "eyewitness" information in this book from mothers about their labors (they



brought memories long-surpressed about my own labors), the "Kids Say the Darndest Things"

stories, and, even more, the information about how hard Peggy worked to become a midwife

and have hospital privileges.  All in all, this is a wonderful book that I highly recommend.”

Laura, “Thoughtful, Funny, Irreverent. I think this might be my favorite book on childbirth, ever.

Peggy tells stories--awe-inspiring, surprising, funny, sad, sometimes slightly shocking--they

weave together a book that enlightens and charms the reader as it dispels common myths

about childbirth, midwives, and homebirth. Frank, sometimes ribald, always moving, her tales

warm my heart as they educate and enchant me. I'm kind of sad to read Peggy is retired,

though the silver lining of that is she has more time to write. At the end you find out there will

be another book!”

JennyB, “Amazing Peggy. I chose this rating as I have never been disappointed reading any of

Peggy's books. The facinating stories, the attention to detail are just a pleasure to read. Having

never experienced normal birth, I had 2 Caesarian babies. I was never sorry - I was petrified of

natural child birth. Peggy's books just highlight the joy and pleasure of giving birth. Thank you

Peggy for the enjoyable books.”

yayal, “AMAZING READ!. Just finished this book. Just like Peggy's other books she has written,

I. COULD. NOT. PUT. IT. DOWN. It is exciting, emotional and adventurous. I loved every second

of it and was sad when I finished. I cant wait until her next book comes out!”

Mary Haley, “Peggy Vincent. Peggy Vincent is a great writer and I would read anything that

she writes. He has a way of writing that makes you feel like you’re there at the time. I have

bought all three of my girls her books and they have all enjoyed them. I have a granddaughter

who is pregnant right now with her first pregnancy and how I wish she could find someone like

Peggy to deliver this baby.I highly recommend this book to anyone.”

ak, “Great book. Great author. Great author. Great book. Have all her books. Each one gets

better and better. The way she writes is so easy flowing and you get caught up reading, that

before you know it you have finished the book. Definitely recommend for anyone who is

pregnant or even have children. Also great for aspiring midwives.”

Haley, “A must read!. I eagerly awaited the release of this book and I was not disappointed!

Peggy’s storytelling is flawless and funny and always has me laughing out loud. I hope she

never runs out of stories to share.”

Trisha Hyde, “Baby catching at its best.. Once again,Peggy Vincent has given us a delightful

insight into the life of a midwife, catching babies at the homes of her clients. Written with

humour and understanding of her labouring mothers' motivation for a safe home birth.My

children were all born in the era of Peggy's books, in hospitals in a different country. However,

had I lived around Berkley at the time, Peggy would have been my midwife.This was a great

read for all those interested in birthing stories.  Highly recommend it.”

The book by Peggy Vincent has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 72 people have provided feedback.
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